Review of
"Close Encounters with the Other," and in this session she describes how "there comes a time in our lives when we realize that other people are not projections of ourselves-that we can't really identify with them. We might sympathize or empathize with them, but we F can't really know them fully. ey are other and they are opaque." So in these stories characters strive for connections which often tragically break down. ese encounters document the awkward or sometimes violent clashes that occur between individuals who are so dissimilar there is an unbreachable rupture in understanding. e factors that divide these characters include issues such as romantic intention, gender, age, race, class, education, and nationality. Oates creates a wide array of situations and richly complex characters to show the intense drama that arises from clashes surrounding these subjects.
Some stories take fascinatingly different angles on the question of trust and the durability of love within romantic affairs or long-term marriages. In "Fleuve Bleu" two married individuals initiate an affair with a declaration that they will maintain complete honesty. Yet there are fundamental issues left unsaid which motivate one individual to abruptly bring their affair to a halt. Here descriptions of the environment strikingly emote the passion of their connection and erotic encounters. A couple at cross-purposes is also portrayed in "Big Burnt" where a weekend tryst to an island is initiated because Lisbeth wants to make Mikael love her, but Mikael wants a woman to witness his suicide. Whereas in "e Bereaved" it feels as if the female protagonist was taken on as a wife only to care for the husband's motherless child. e child's early death precipitates a feeling of her role being taken away as well as deep feelings of guilt which manifest in a fascinatingly dramatic way while the couple embark on an ecological cruise. e stories suggest that no matter the passion or fervor of a couple's connection there is an element of unknowability about one's partner which makes itself known in the course of time.
Other stories describe class and racial conflicts between teachers and pupils. In "Except You Bless Me" a Detroit English teacher named Helen earnestly tries to tutor her pupil Larissa despite strongly suspecting this student is leaving her aggressively racist messages. is is an interesting variation from a section of Oates's novel Marya where the protagonist encounters slyly aggressive behavior from black janitor Sylvester at the school where she teaches. Both are expressions of the quandary a white individual might have faced at this time of Detroit history when racial tensions ran high. Helen makes little progress in her tutoring and then, many years later, finds herself in a vulnerable position with a woman she imagines to be Larissa as an adult. Like in "e Bereaved," the protagonist is somewhat aware of her own prejudices, but is nevertheless drawn into paranoid fantasies. However, the wife of "e Bereaved" is prejudiced not about race, but the obesity and perceived stupidity of a family aboard the cruise ship.
Fascinatingly, she thinks of this family as like Diane Arbus subjects in contrast to other groups on the ship who are like "Norman Rockwell families." e central characters in these stories turn certain people they encounter into antagonists because there is an "otherness" about them which they can't overcome.
Intergenerational conflicts which are described in some other stories are centered around a parent/child relationship. In "Owl Eyes" teenager Jerald appears to have some form of autism where he has very advanced abilities in mathematics and experiences feelings of panic when there are deviations from his fixed routines. He regularly travels to a university campus to attend a calculus class, but when a man approaches him claiming to be his estranged father Jerald can't reconcile how this man might fit into the narrative created by his single mother. Jerald is reluctant to engage with memory because, unlike math, it is uncertain and has an inherent malleability: "Memories return in waves, overwhelming. You can drown in memories." Memor y is distorted in the tremendously ambitious story "Fractal" which is also about a mother and her son. At the beginning of this story the characters are only referred to as "the mother" and "the child" as if these identity roles supersede any individuality that would grant them names. "e mother" indulges her child's specialist interest by taking him to a (fictional) Fractal Museum in Portland, Maine.
As the pair explore the museum exhibits, multiple versions of their reality are gradually introduced until "the mother" is confronted with a true past that she's wholly denied.
A very different teacher/pupil relationship is depicted in "e Quiet Car" where an arrogant male teacher/writer reflects on his declining literary fame and an adoring female student who 
